Diasporas And Foreign Direct
Investment In China And
India
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a further experience
and deed by spending more cash. still when? realize you endure
that you require to get those every needs with having significantly
cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the
beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend
even more roughly the globe, experience, some places, later
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own mature to law reviewing habit. in
the midst of guides you could enjoy now is Diasporas And
Foreign Direct Investment In China And India below.

Diaspora, Development, and
Democracy - Devesh Kapur
2013-12-01
What happens to a country
when its skilled workers
emigrate? The first book to
examine the complex
economic, social, and political
effects of emigration on India,
Diaspora, Development, and
Democracy provides a
conceptual framework for
understanding the

repercussions of international
migration on migrants' home
countries. Devesh Kapur finds
that migration has influenced
India far beyond a simplistic
"brain drain"--migration's
impact greatly depends on who
leaves and why. The book
offers new methods and
empirical evidence for
measuring these traits and
shows how data about these
characteristics link to specific
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outcomes. For instance, the
positive selection of Indian
migrants through education
has strengthened India's
democracy by creating a
political space for previously
excluded social groups.
Because older Indian elites
have an exit option, they are
less likely to resist the loss of
political power at home.
Education and training abroad
has played an important role in
facilitating the flow of
expertise to India, integrating
the country into the world
economy, positively shaping
how India is perceived, and
changing traditional
conceptions of citizenship. The
book highlights a paradox-while international migration is
a cause and consequence of
globalization, its effects on
countries of origin depend
largely on factors internal to
those countries. A rich portrait
of the Indian migrant
community, Diaspora,
Development, and Democracy
explores the complex political
and economic consequences of
migration for the countries
migrants leave behind.

Developing a Road Map for
Engaging Diasporas in
Development - Dovelyn
Rannveig Agunias 2012
State governments recognize
the value diaspora populations
bring to development efforts
worldwide. Since 2007, the
Global Forum on Migration and
Development has examined
ways to highlight policies and
programs that can magnify the
resources, both human and
financial, that emigrants and
their descendants contribute to
development. This handbook
continues that effort on the
basis of earlier investigations
by the book's collaborating
institutions, the academic and
policy literature, consultations
and in-depth interviews with
government officials and
nongovernmental actors, and
input by 62 national
governments. The handbook is
divided into three major parts.
Each part gives concrete
examples of policies and
programs that have been
effective, and pulls out both
useful lessons and common
challenges associated with the
topics at hand. The pivotal
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question now facing many
policymakers is not so much if
diasporas can benefit their
countries of origin but how
they do so and what kinds of
government policies and
programs can foster these
relationships.
India-Canada Trade and FDI
Bilateral Flows:
Performance, Prospects and
Proactive Startegies - Arti
Nanavati 2013-02-25
This book is a collection of
selected papers presented at
the International Conference
on India-Canada Trade and FDI
Bilateral Flows. The paper
analyze the performance of the
trade relations between the
two countries as well as
address varied issues related to
human resource and sectors
like education, energy and
telecom. The book fulfills the
objective of the Conference to
identify the prospects and
proactive strategies so as to
enhance trade and foreign
direct investment relations
between India and Canada. It
will be useful to both
academics and policy-makers.
The Korean Diaspora in the

World Economy - C. Fred
Bergsten 2003
"In this book - based on a major
conference sponsored by the
Overseas Koreans Foundation
(OKF) in Seoul in October 2002
- experts hold up South Korea
as one of the most dramatic
examples of participation in the
global economy, having gone
from being a poor,
underdeveloped country fewer
than 40 years ago to becoming
a postwar economic success
story. This report also looks at
South Korea's role as a
regional trading partner and its
present and future relations
with north Korea" -- BACK
COVER.
The Politics of Inclusive
Development - Samuel Hickey
2015
This collection brings together
internationally-renowned
experts to offer a
comprehensive review of how
politics shapes inclusive
development in the global
south. Each aspect of
development is covered: social,
economic, environmental and
cultural, with each substantive
chapter offering a systematic
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review of the evidence in the
relevant field.
Diaspora Business - Maria Elo
2019-07-22
Diaspora Business provides
interdisciplinary views and
empirical research on diaspora
in the global business and
economy. It presents
developed, emerging and
developing countries and
aspects from investments to
institutional support.
Investing in the Homeland Benjamin A.T. Graham
2019-01-23
Once viewed as a “brain drain,”
migrants are increasingly
viewed as a resource for
promoting economic
development back in their
home countries. In Investing in
the Homeland, Benjamin
Graham finds that
diasporans—migrants and their
descendants—play a critical
role in linking foreign firms to
social networks in developing
countries, allowing firms to
flourish even in challenging
political environments most
foreign investors shun.
Graham’s analysis draws on
new data from face-to-face

interviews with the managers
of over 450 foreign firms
operating in two developing
countries: Georgia and the
Philippines. Diaspora-owned
and diaspora-managed firms
are better connected than
other foreign firms and they
use social ties to resolve
disputes and influence
government policy. At the same
time, Graham shows that
diaspora-affiliated firms are no
more socially responsible than
their purely foreign peers—at
root, they are profit-seeking
enterprises, not development
NGOs. Graham identifies
implications for policymakers
seeking to capture the
development potential of
diaspora investment and for
managers of multinational
firms who want to harness
diasporans as a source of
sustained competitive
advantage.
Beyond Regimes - Duara
Prasenjit 2020-10-26
"For many years, China and
India have been powerfully
shaped by both transnational
and subnational circulatory
forces. This edited volume
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explores these local and global
influences as they play out in
the contemporary era. The
analysis focuses on four
intersecting topics: labor
relations; legal reform and
rights protest; public goods
provision; and transnational
migration and investment. The
eight substantive chapters and
introduction share a common
perspective in arguing that
distinctions in regime type
(“democracy” versus
“dictatorship”) alone offer little
insight into critical differences
and similarities between these
Asian giants in terms of either
policies or performance. A wide
variety of subnational and
transnational actors, from
municipal governments to
international organizations,
and from local NGO activists to
a far-flung diaspora, have
been—and will continue to
be—decisive.The authors
approach China and India
through a strategy of
“convergent comparison,” in
which they investigate
temporal and spatial parallels
at various critical junctures, at
various levels of the political

system, and both inside and
outside the territorial confines
of the nation-state. The
intensified globalization of
recent decades only heightens
the need to view state
initiatives against such a wider
canvas."
Selling China - Yasheng
Huang 2003
Table of contents
Handbook on China and
Globalization - Huiyao Wang
2020-08-28
An excellent guide for
understanding the trends,
challenges and opportunities
facing China through
globalization, this Handbook
answers the pertinent
questions regarding the
globalization process and
China's influence on the world.
With contributions from
leading experts and
international researchers, each
chapter covers key topics
regarding China's participation
in globalization, including:
China's new role in global
economic governance; outward
direct investment; China's soft
power and the implications for
foreign relations; global
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migration, diaspora and talent.
An enriching range of case
studies and extensive empirical
research are used to explore
the successes and failures of
globalization in China, and to
discuss the dilemmas facing
decision makers in today's
globalized world. A major
contribution to the field, this
Handbook offers valuable
insights to China's often
misunderstood globalization
process. An essential reference
for academics and researchers
looking for a go-to empirical
resource, this Handbook
provides scholars of economics,
politics and East Asian studies
with an exemplary selection of
contemporary research on
China and globalization.
Billions of Entrepreneurs Tarun Khanna 2008-02-01
China and India are home to
one-third of the world's
population. And they're
undergoing social and
economic revolutions that are
capturing the best minds--and
money--of Western business. In
Billions of Entrepreneurs,
Tarun Khanna examines the
entrepreneurial forces driving

China's and India's trajectories
of development. He shows
where these trajectories
overlap and complement one
another--and where they
diverge and compete. He also
reveals how Western
companies can participate in
this development. Through
intriguing comparisons, the
author probes important
differences between China and
India in areas such as
information and transparency,
the roles of capital markets and
talent, public and private
property rights, social
constraints on market forces,
attitudes toward expatriates
abroad and foreigners at home,
entrepreneurial and corporate
opportunities, and the
importance of urban and rural
communities. He explains how
these differences will influence
China's and India's future
development, what the two
countries can learn from each
other, and how they will
ultimately reshape business,
politics, and society in the
world around them. Engaging
and incisive, this book is a
critical resource for anyone
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working in China or India or
planning to do business in
these two countries.
China’s Evolving Policy
towards the Chinese Diaspora
in Southeast Asia (1949–2018) Wu Xiao An 2019-09-27
The Chinese diaspora,
consisting of both Chinese
living overseas who are citizens
of China (huaqiao), and people
of Chinese descent who are
citizens of foreign countries
(huaren), have significantly
shaped the making of modern
China. China’s policy towards
its diaspora is primarily
governed by its national
interests and foreign policy
imperatives. However, the
Chinese government has been
careful to ensure that the
huaqiao and the huaren fall
into different policy domains:
Chinese citizens living overseas
are subject to China’s domestic
policies, while Chinese
descendants who are citizens
of other countries come under
China’s foreign affairs.
Nevertheless, from the
beginning, the latter continue
to be regarded as kinsfolk
distinct from other foreign

nationals. The huaqiao-huaren
distinction is often blurred in
ordinary discourse and this has
been a source of much
misunderstanding. However, it
has not been the policy of the
Chinese government to blur
this distinction, and it is
acutely aware of the
complexity of the issue and is
therefore very cautious about
implying any change. As such,
when terms such as huaqiaohuaren are introduced in the
official lexicon, they are meant
to acknowledge certain
historical and contemporary
realities, and not to
deliberately obfuscate the two
categories. The use of the
combined term is in fact a
recognition of the clear-cut
distinction between the two
groups, and is meant to convey
a semantic balance in which
neither category is emphasized
at the expense of the other. In
general, since the
establishment of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949, the
Chinese government has
treated the diaspora as an
asset, rather than a liability.
The sole exception was during
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the Cultural Revolution when
returnees, or the guiqiao, were
condemned as reactionary and
bourgeois elements. There is
therefore a fundamental
continuity in China’s diaspora
policy: namely, that China
embraces both groups as part
of a global Chinese community.
Some policy shifts can be
expected in future as China
becomes more proactive in
reaching out to its diaspora
while balancing the needs and
interests of Chinese abroad
with the needs and interests of
the Mainland.
Foreign Direct Investment
in China - Wenhui Wei 2004
Diaspora Networks and the
International Migration of
Skills - Yevgeny Kuznetsov
2006-01-01
Network diasporas are but the
latest bridge connecting
developing economy insiders,
with their risk-mitigating
knowledge and connections, to
outsiders in command of
technical know-how and
investment capital. This book
examines the interaction of
expatriate talent with

institutions in expatriates'
countries of origin in an
attempt to make the potential
of diasporas and their
knowledge a reality. The
question of how to trigger and
sustain such a virtuous cycle is
a central concern of this book.
The focus is on the "how to"
details of how to design
effective diaspora networks
and transform brain drain into
brain gain.
Diasporas and Foreign
Direct Investment in China
and India - Min Ye 2014-08-18
A comparative and historical
analysis of foreign direct
investment liberalization in
China and India, explaining
how the return of these
countries' diasporas affects
such liberalization.
The Prosperity Paradox Clayton M. Christensen
2019-01-15
Clayton M. Christensen, the
author of such business
classics as The Innovator’s
Dilemma and the New York
Times bestseller How Will You
Measure Your Life, and coauthors Efosa Ojomo and Karen
Dillon reveal why so many
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investments in economic
development fail to generate
sustainable prosperity, and
offers a groundbreaking
solution for true and lasting
change. Global poverty is one
of the world’s most vexing
problems. For decades, we’ve
assumed smart, wellintentioned people will
eventually be able to change
the economic trajectory of poor
countries. From education to
healthcare, infrastructure to
eradicating corruption, too
many solutions rely on trial and
error. Essentially, the plan is
often to identify areas that
need help, flood them with
resources, and hope to see
change over time. But hope is
not an effective strategy.
Clayton M. Christensen and his
co-authors reveal a paradox at
the heart of our approach to
solving poverty. While noble,
our current solutions are not
producing consistent results,
and in some cases, have
exacerbated the problem. At
least twenty countries that
have received billions of
dollars’ worth of aid are poorer
now. Applying the rigorous and

theory-driven analysis he is
known for, Christensen
suggests a better way. The
right kind of innovation not
only builds companies—but
also builds countries. The
Prosperity Paradox identifies
the limits of common economic
development models, which
tend to be top-down efforts,
and offers a new framework for
economic growth based on
entrepreneurship and marketcreating innovation.
Christensen, Ojomo, and Dillon
use successful examples from
America’s own economic
development, including Ford,
Eastman Kodak, and Singer
Sewing Machines, and shows
how similar models have
worked in other regions such
as Japan, South Korea, Nigeria,
Rwanda, India, Argentina, and
Mexico. The ideas in this book
will help companies desperate
for real, long-term growth see
actual, sustainable progress
where they’ve failed before.
But The Prosperity Paradox is
more than a business book; it is
a call to action for anyone who
wants a fresh take for making
the world a better and more
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prosperous place.
China and Southeast Asia's
Ethnic Chinese - Paul J. Bolt
2000
Examines the relationship
between China and Southeast
Asia's ethnic Chinese.
African Diaspora Direct
Investment - Dieu Hack-Polay
2018-03-14
Examining the experiences of
Africans setting up businesses
back home, the main focus of
this book is to establish the
economic, social and
psychological reasons for such
‘home direct investment’.
Despite the personal sacrifices
that are often needed in order
to set up new ventures, the
diaspora invests relentless
effort and motivations in the
pursuit of home ventures. The
authors explore critical areas
such as the social and
psychological pressures that
African Diasporas experience
when investing in their home
countries, as well as the
management of diaspora
businesses and the impact of
such investment to local
economies.
The Domestic Abroad - Latha

Varadarajan 2010-10-08
In the past few decades, and
across disparate geographical
contexts, states have adopted
policies and initiatives aimed at
institutionalizing relationships
with "their" diasporas. These
practices, which range from
creating new ministries to
granting dual citizenship, are
aimed at integrating diasporas
as part of a larger "global"
nation that is connected to, and
has claims on the institutional
structures of the home state.
Although links, both formal and
informal, between diasporas
and their presumptive
homelands have existed in the
past, the recent developments
constitute a far more
widespread and qualitatively
different phenomenon. In this
book, Latha Varadarajan
theorizes this novel and largely
overlooked trend by
introducing the concept of the
"domestic abroad."
Varadarajan demonstrates that
the remapping of the imagined
boundaries of the nation, the
visible surface of the
phenomenon, is intrinsically
connected to the political-
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economic transformation of the
state that is typically
characterized as
"neoliberalism." The domestic
abroad must therefore be
understood as the product of
two simultaneous, on-going
processes: the diasporic reimagining of the nation and the
neoliberal restructuring of the
state. The argument unfolds
through a historically nuanced
study of the production of the
domestic abroad in India. The
book traces the complex
history and explains the
political logic of the
remarkable transition from the
Indian state's guarded
indifference toward its
diaspora in the period after
independence, to its current
celebrations of the "global
Indian nation." In doing so, The
Domestic Abroad reveals the
manner in which the
boundaries of the nation and
the extent of the authority of
the state, in India and
elsewhere, are dynamically
shaped by the development of
capitalist social relations on
both global and national scales.
New Voices in Investment -

Laura Gómez-Mera 2014-12-03
This study analyzes the
characteristics, motivations,
strategies, and needs of FDI
from emerging markets. It
draws from a survey of
investors and potential
investors in Brazil, India, South
Korea, and South Africa.
China's Influence and
American Interests - Larry
Diamond 2019-08-01
While Americans are generally
aware of China’s ambitions as a
global economic and military
superpower, few understand
just how deeply and assertively
that country has already
sought to influence American
society. As the authors of this
volume write, it is time for a
wake-up call. In documenting
the extent of Beijing’s
expanding influence operations
inside the United States, they
aim to raise awareness of
China’s efforts to penetrate
and sway a range of American
institutions: state and local
governments, academic
institutions, think tanks, media,
and businesses. And they
highlight other aspects of the
propagandistic “discourse war”
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waged by the Chinese
government and Communist
Party leaders that are less
expected and more alarming,
such as their view of Chinese
Americans as members of a
worldwide Chinese diaspora
that owes undefined allegiance
to the so-called
Motherland.Featuring ideas
and policy proposals from
leading China specialists,
China’s Influence and
American Interests argues that
a successful future relationship
requires a rebalancing toward
greater transparency,
reciprocity, and fairness.
Throughout, the authors also
strongly state the importance
of avoiding casting aspersions
on Chinese and on Chinese
Americans, who constitute a
vital portion of American
society. But if the United
States is to fare well in this
increasingly adversarial
relationship with China,
Americans must have a far
better sense of that country’s
ambitions and methods than
they do now.
Diasporas and Development
- Barbara Jean Merz 2007

They are also sharing
knowledge and skills learned or
honed abroad."--BOOK
JACKET.
The Belt Road and Beyond Min Ye 2020-02-29
From 1998 to 2018, China had
three political-economic crises,
resulting in bureaucratic
paralysis. It was at such
junctures that China's
leadership launched initiatives,
like the Western Development
Program, that mobilized state
and market actors to expedite
globalization and revive
economic growth. In The Belt
Road and Beyond, Min Ye
reevaluates the common
tendency to attribute China's
Belt and Road to individual
leaders' strategic ambitions,
using state-mobilized
globalization as a comparative
framework and investigative
tool to understand Chinese
capitalism. State-mobilized
globalization has helped
sustain China's high-growth
economy and social-political
stability, while also sparking
some political backlash. In
order to succeed in
globalization, the author
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argues, China's state
mobilization must readapt to
global circumstances. She
sheds light on the tactics China
used to spring from a crisisstricken middle economy to a
formidable global power,
implicating not only China, but
also the world.
中国统计年鉴 - 2007
The Belt Road and Beyond Min Ye 2020-03-05
This investigation uses statemobilized globalization as a
framework to understand
China's capitalism and
emergence as a global power.
Where Great Powers Meet David Shambaugh 2020-11-01
After the end of the Cold War,
it seemed as if Southeast Asia
would remain a geopolitically
stable region within the
American-led order for the
foreseeable future. In the last
two decades, however, the reemergence of China as a major
great power has called into
question the geopolitical future
of the region and raised the
specter of renewed great
power competition. As the
eminent China scholar David

Shambaugh explains in Where
Great Powers Meet, the United
States and China are engaged
in a broad-gauged and global
competition for power. While
this competition ranges across
the entire world, it is centered
in Asia. In this book,
Shambaugh focuses on the
critical sub-region of Southeast
Asia. The United States and
China constantly vie for
position and influence across
this enormously significant
area--and the outcome of this
contest will do much to
determine whether Asia leaves
the American orbit after seven
decades and falls into a new
Chinese sphere of influence.
Just as importantly, to the
extent that there is a global
"power transition" occurring
from the US to China, the fate
of Southeast Asia will be a
good indicator. Presently, both
powers bring important assets
to bear in their competition.
The United States continues to
possess a depth and breadth of
security ties, soft power, and
direct investment across the
region that empirically
outweigh China's. For its part,
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China has more diplomatic
influence, much greater trade,
and geographic proximity. In
assessing the likelihood of a
regional power transition,
Shambaugh examines how
ASEAN (the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations) and
its member states maneuver
and the degree to which they
align with one or the other
power.
Foreign Direct Investment Yingqi Wei 2004-01-01
This book consists of detailed
case studies of foreign direct
investment (FDI) in China,
India, Ireland, Malaysia,
Mexico and Sub-Saharan
Africa, providing a critical
review of the determinants and
impact of FDI on growth and
development, employment,
technology transfer and trade.
The expert contributors
examine a range of
controversial issues including
the contribution of the
relatively large volume of FDI
in China to its growth, whether
India should fully liberalise its
FDI regime and the impact of
Mexico's membership of
NAFTA on the volume of FDI it

has attracted. Malaysia's
economic policies, which
appear to have attracted
relatively large volumes of FDI
but failed to generate the
hoped for transmission of
technology and skills are also
questioned, along with the role
of corruption in limiting the
contribution of FDI to
achieving social goals in SubSaharan Africa. The impressive
record of the Irish Republic in
attracting and harnessing FDI
to development objectives is
examined closely and provides
a detailed analysis of policies
likely to promote efficient
utilisation of FDI.
The Globalization of Foreign
Investment in Africa - Adams
Bodomo 2017-10-31
The 21st Century era of
globalization has opened up
many investment alternatives
for Africa. This book examines
the role of FDI in Africa's socioeconomic development with
reference to Europe and two
economic powers in Asia China and India.
Tracing the New Indian
Diaspora - Om Prakash
Dwivedi 2014-10-15
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The growing importance of the
Indian diaspora is felt today
across the globe due to its
emergence as the secondlargest dias¬poric community.
By examining historical, sociocultural, economic, political,
and lite¬rary aspects of the
Indian diaspora, this volume
sets out to trace the latest
devel¬opments in the field of
Indian diaspora studies. It
brings together essays by
Indian and foreign scholars,
thus providing an authoritative
platform for discussions in
which identities and affiliations
are con¬tested and constituted
through the hier¬archies of
cross-cultural migration in this
increasingly globalized world.
This volume traces the
transnational network of the
Indian diaspora, and will prove
of interest to scholars working
in the fields of the Indian
diaspora, diaspora theory, and
cultural studies. Countries
covered include Mauritius, Fiji,
Singapore, Trinidad & Tobago,
Guyana, Suriname, the UK,
Ireland, the USA, Canada,
Malaya, South Africa, and New
Zealand. Creative writers

dis¬cussed include Ramabai
Espinet, Vikram Chandra,
Rohinton Mistry, Chitra
Banerjee Diva¬karuni, Nisha
Ganatra, Jhumpa Lahiri, Kavery
Nambisan, and Sarita
Mandanna, along with the work
of filmmakers (Mira Nair, Yash
Chopra, Kabir Khan, Shuchi
Kothari, Mandrika Rupa, Karan
Johar, Sugu Pillay, Mallika
Krishnamurthy, and Nisha
Ganatra). Wideranging and
scholarly. Dwivedi’s edited
collection on routes and
representations of the Indian
diaspora is a vital contribution
to the growing critical
discourse on this subject. —
Professor Janet Wilson,
Northampton University, UK
Tracing the New Indian
Diaspora is a significant
contribution to the
understanding of the positions
and representations of the
Indian diaspora, forcing us to
re-examine our notions of
location and dislocation, of
home and the world, of
belonging and alienation: in
short, of the politics of the
diaspora today. — Professor
GJV Prasad, Jawaharlal Nehru
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University, India Om Prakash
Dwivedi is Assistant Professor
in English at Taiz University,
Yemen. His recent publications
include The Other India:
Narratives of Terror,
Communalism and Violence
(2012), Postcolonial Theory in
the Global Age (co-ed. with
Martin Kich, 2013), and a
collection of short stories, The
World to Come (2014).
Chinese Migration and
Economic Relations with
Europe - Marco Sanfilippo
2017-12-21
This book explores how far
existing networks of overseas
Chinese and new flows of
migrants act as drivers of
economic relations between
China and the host countries. It
considers migration, trade, the
flow of capital, and foreign
direct investment, includes
both skilled and unskilled
migrants, and outlines the
complex different waves of
migration flows. It includes
detailed case studies, based on
extensive original research, on
the position in a range of
European countries, and
concludes with policy-oriented

analysis and with an overall
assessment of how far the
Chinese diaspora matters in
stimulating increased bilateral
economic activity and stronger
bilateral economic
relationships.
Diaspora for Development in
Africa - Sonia Plaza 2011
The diaspora of developing
countries can be a potent force
for development, through
remittances, but more
importantly, through promotion
of trade, investment,
knowledge and technology
transfers. The book aims to
consolidate research and
evidence on these issues with a
view to formulating policies in
both sending and receiving
countries.
Diasporas and Foreign Direct
Investment in China and India Min Ye 2014-08-18
This book offers a comparative
and historical analysis of
foreign direct investment (FDI)
liberalization in China and
India and explains how the
return of these countries'
diasporas affects such
liberalization. It examines
diasporic investment from
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Western FDIs and finds that
diasporas, rather than Western
nations, have fueled
globalization in the two Asian
giants. In China, diasporas
contributed the lion's share of
FDI inflows. In India, returned
diasporas were bridges for, and
initiators of, Western
investment at home. Min Ye
illustrates that diasporic
entrepreneurs helped to build
China into the world's
manufacturing powerhouse and
that Indian diasporas
facilitated their homeland's
success in software services
development.
China's Quest - John W.
Garver 2016
'China's Quest', the result of
over a decade of research,
writing, and analysis, is both
sweeping in breadth and
encyclopedic in detail.
World Investment Report 2020
- United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) 2020-07-15
The 30th edition of the World
Investment Report looks at the
prospects for foreign direct
investment and international
production during and beyond

the global crisis triggered by
the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic. The Report not only
projects the immediate impact
of the crisis on investment
flows, but also assesses how it
could affect a long-term
structural transformation of
international production. The
theme chapter of the Report
reviews the evolution of
international production
networks over the past three
decades and examines the
configuration of these
networks today. It then
projects likely course changes
for the next decade due to the
combined effects of the
pandemic and pre-existing
megatrends, including the new
industrial revolution, the
sustainability imperative and
the retreat of laissez faire
policies. The system of
international production
underpins the economic growth
and development prospects of
most countries around the
world. Governments worldwide
will need to adapt their
investment and development
strategies to a changing
international production
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landscape. At the request of
the UN General Assembly, the
Report has added a dedicated
section on investment in the
Sustainable Development
Goals, to review global
progress and propose possible
courses of action.
Migration and Social
Protection in Europe and
Beyond (Volume 3) - JeanMichel Lafleur 2020-12-14
This third and last open access
volume in the series takes the
perspective of non-EU
countries on immigrant social
protection. By focusing on 12
of the largest sending countries
to the EU, the book tackles the
issue of the multiple areas of
sending state intervention
towards migrant populations.
Two “mirroring” chapters are
dedicated to each of the 12
non-EU states analysed
(Argentina, China, Ecuador,
India, Lebanon, Morocco,
Russia, Senegal, Serbia,
Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey).
One chapter focuses on access
to social benefits across five
core policy areas (health care,
unemployment, old-age
pensions, family benefits,

guaranteed minimum
resources) by discussing the
social protection policies that
non-EU countries offer to
national residents, non-national
residents, and non-resident
nationals. The second chapter
examines the role of key actors
(consulates, diaspora
institutions and home country
ministries and agencies)
through which non-EU sending
countries respond to the needs
of nationals abroad. The
volume additionally includes
two chapters focusing on the
peculiar case of the United
Kingdom after the Brexit
referendum. Overall, this
volume contributes to ongoing
debates on migration and the
welfare state in Europe by
showing how non-EU sending
states continue to play a role in
third country nationals’ ability
to deal with social risks. As
such this book is a valuable
read to researchers, policy
makers, government employees
and NGO’s.
The Making of Northeast
Asia - Kent Calder 2010-08-16
This book offers a detailed
analysis of the domestic
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politics of regionalism in the
three major nations of
Northeast Asia (China, Japan,
and Korea), as well as in the
most important external actor,
the United States.
Foreign Direct Investment in
South Asia - Pravakar Sahoo
2013-10-01
During the 1990s, the
governments of South Asian
countries acted as ‘facilitators’
to attract FDI. As a result, the
inflow of FDI increased.
However, to become an
attractive FDI destination as
China, Singapore, or Brazil,
South Asia has to improve the
local conditions of doing
business. This book, based on
research that blends theory,
empirical evidence, and policy,
asks and attempts to answer a
few core questions relevant to
FDI policy in South Asian
countries: Which major reforms
have succeeded? What are the
factors that influence FDI
inflows? What has been the
impact of FDI on
macroeconomic performance?
Which policy priorities/reforms
needed to boost FDI are
pending? These questions and

answers should interest policy
makers, academics, and all
those interested in FDI in the
South Asian region and in
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Sri Lanka and Pakistan.
Foreign Direct Investment in
China - Ms.Wanda Tseng
2002-02-01
China's increasing openness to
foreign direct investment (FDI)
has contributed importantly to
its exceptional growth
performance. This paper
examines China's experience
with FDI and identifies some
lessons for other countries.
Most of the factors explaining
China's success have also been
important in attracting FDI to
other countries: market size,
labor costs, quality of
infrastructure, and government
policies. FDI has contributed to
higher investment and
productivity growth, and has
created jobs and a dynamic
export sector. China's success,
however, did not come without
some pitfalls: an increasingly
complex tax incentive system
and growing regional income
disparities. Accession to the
WTO should broaden China's
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"opening up" policies and
continue FDI's contributions to
China's economy in the future.
The Presence of China and the
Chinese Diaspora in Portugal
and Portuguese-Speaking
Territories - 2021-09-06
This book brings together
works by specialists from
various areas of the social
sciences to reflect on the
presence of China in Portugal
and in Portuguese-speaking
territories. From the first
Chinese coolies that migrated
to the former Portuguese
colonies more than 100 years
ago, to the current investments

along the Belt and Road
Initiative, we take the pulse of
this historic, social, political
and economic presence and
flows, that continues to renew
and reinvent itself in the face
of the challenges of
contemporaneity.
The Chinese Diaspora Laurence J. C. Ma 2003
Leading scholars in the field
consider the profound
importance of meanings of
place and the spatial processes
of mobility and settlement for
the Chinese overseas. Visit our
website for sample chapters!
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